
General information 

Internship title Internet of Things - Predictive Maintenance on Grain Conveying & 

Cleaning Systems 

 

Type    Master Internship 

Length    6 month 

Number of positions  2 

Hiring time:   February – July 2017 

Job description 

Description and objectives We believe that the Internet of Things will not only change everyone’s 

personal life dramatically but also disrupt the way we do business as the 

enabler for new innovative solutions and services as part of Industry 4.0. 

Every day, billions of people use Bühler technologies and solutions to 

satisfy their basic needs for food, mobility or communication. Bühler AG 

(buhlergroup.com) headquartered in Uzwil, Switzerland is an 

international technology company building plants, equipment and 

service based solutions for the food processing industry and 

manufacturers of advanced materials.  

We massively invest in our IoT solutions to help our 

customers thrive in the era of digital transformation.  

For that reason we are looking for you and your skillset! 

Currently we are developing Predictive Maintenance 

Systems for our grain conveying and cleaning solutions to 

increase the efficiency of our customers’ plants. Your and 

your team’s job will be the sensor-based collection of data 

and its analytical interpretation to set up the backbone of an 

on-line condition monitoring tool that will indicate if the process 

is running smoothly or if any maintenance work or wear part 

replacements are required.  

What we offer You can deep-dive in a future-orientated Internet of Things venture and 

work independently on a real plant that is exclusively built for this project. 

While being exposed to an engineering environment you can use your 

skills to create real impact. 

Required skills The team has knowledge in data analytics and sensor 

technology/application. You detect challenges that want to be solved 

instead of seeing problems. You like the idea of being responsible and 

working independently. Additionally, you have the (soft) skill set to work 

in a team-orientated environment. 

Languages Fluent in English, German is of advantage 

Location Beilngries, Germany 

Master programs 

Related masters Computational and computer science (modeling, algorithms & HPC),  

communication systems, electronic engineering, control engineering, 

statistics 

 

Please send your application to personalwesen@buhlergroup.com, contact: Manuel Murrenhoff 

http://www.buhlergroup.com/global/de/home.htm

